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KNUTH CONDEMNS BULLYING TACTICS FORCING FISH AND CHIP SHOP CLOSURE 

 

KAP Member for Hill Shane Knuth has today spoken in disgust over the bullying tactics used in a 

disgraceful, vendetta style campaign to force the closure of a popular Innisfail Fish and Chips shop. 

 

“The Battered Wife fish and chips shop name drew unfair criticism and a vicious social media 

campaign against the name last year, which originated mainly from the perpetually outraged, from 

outside of the region,” said Knuth. 

 

“This sucked in the premier and opposition leader into making ignorant comments, without taking 

the time to actually investigate the circumstances behind the name. I know those comments 

resulted in an angry reaction and backlash against both leaders from locals. 

 

The owner of the shop, Carolyn Kerr is a victim of domestic abuse herself and the name highlights 

the issue so we can talk openly about it which is the best way to combat domestic violence.  

 

Since the ill-informed comments made by the premier and opposition leader, who I point out live a 

long way away from Innisfail, Carolyn has had other victims of domestic violence visit the shop and 

thank her for highlighting the issue as it has given them the courage to seek help and talk about 

their own circumstances.” 

 

Locals have rallied behind the business and have vented their overwhelming disgust and frustration 

through social media, towards the vicious vendetta from person/s and/or groups, which has forced 

the closure of the shop. Locals have set up a gofund me page at 

https://www.gofundme.com/6rdjeaw, which, in under 24 hours has already been bombarded with 

donations. 

 

“Carolyn has received threats of violence against her, threats to cause damage to the shop and had 

to endure various government agency investigations into her business, all because someone has 

taken offence to a name. 

 

Carolyn is a wonderful, hard-working business person, who takes great pride in her business. It’s 

hard enough keeping local businesses open, without having to deal with this sort of rubbish,” 

added Knuth. 

 

State KAP Leader and Traeger MP Robbie Katter said he was also astounded by the level of hate 

and vitriol projected by groups that claim to be about protecting the rights of others.  

 

 

 



 

“It would seem to be that this is the world we live in now – a person cannot even run their own fish 

and chip shop in the manner they want to using the business name they want to thanks to the 

perpetually offended who, in this case, never even took the time to get to know the facts before 

jumping on the “I’m offended” bandwagon,” he said.   

 

“These days if it is something that could even be considered as offensive to the ‘politically-correct 

elites’, there are absolutely no qualms about blasting it out of the water – who or what gets hurt in 

the process seems to be irrelevant to those with this sort of arrogance.  

 

“At the end of the day, what has this hate campaign achieved other than to destroy a woman’s 

livelihood? Nothing.” 
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